
Think Bigger.

Azure purview 
accelerator.



Empower consumers 
to find valuable, 
trustworthy data.
Azure Purview is a unified data governance 
service that helps you manage and govern 
your on-premises, multi-cloud, and 
software-as-a-service (SaaS) data.

This accelerator will deliver and out-of-the-box deployment for 
Azure Purview, enabling you to create a unified map of your data 
from your data sources. It will be configured to integrate with 
data sources either on-premises using the integrated runtime 
or to a data source in Azure. Using this Accelerator, you’ll also 
be able to search for data using technical or business terms and 
easily understand your data by browsing those associated terms.



Get up and running quickly

Get up and running with Azure Purview in your 
organisation following best practice to quickly start 
discovering your data.

Easily classify data

Quickly and easily classify data using build-in and 
custom data classifies.

Quickly access insights

Gain insights into the location and movement of 
sensitive data across your data landscape.
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What are the key benefits?



Rapid delivery

Using a repeatable and scalable framework,  
we can ensure that you are able to see results from  
the project quickly in order to deliver value back to 
your organisation. 

Collaborative working

We take a collaborative approach to refinement, 
implementation and rollout so you can rest assured 
that your data is safe and secure and not at risk  
of exposure.

Outcome focused

We focus on the outcomes required for the  
project both commercially and technically to  
remove any risk.

Why use an  
ANS Accelerator?



The ANS Purview accelerator is designed to be 
delivered quickly using ANS’ proven templated 
architecture and is designed to provide quick 
visibility on your existing datasets.

This will enable you to:

Automate and manage metadata from hybrid sources.

Classify data using build-in and custom data classifies.

Label sensitive data across SQL server and Azure  
data sources.

Quickly identify the sensitivity level of your data.

Once deployed you will have automated visibility across youer  
on-premise or Azure data sources enabling you to quickly identify 
sensitive data and search for core terms across this data.



Want  
to know 
more?

Telephone 

0800 953 1537

Email 

hello@ans.co.uk

Address 

1 Archway, Birley Fields, Manchester M15 5QJ

To find out more, please speak to your  
Account Manager, or to request a virtual meeting,  
visit ans.co.uk

http://www.ans.co.uk

